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Secret Greece: welcome to
This little-known
Cycladic island has
a flavour of 1970s
Greece about it.
Amanda Dardanis
falls under its spell

G

enerally speaking, it’s
rarely a good sign when
the captain of your boat
jumps overboard. But for
Vangelis Vamvakaris of
the Delfini, it’s something
of a ritual. “What
are you waiting for? Follow me!” he
commands, swimming towards a patch
of secluded shore on Polyaigos, Greece’s
largest uninhabited island, about a mile
off the coast of Kimolos. He holds aloft
in one hand a bag of sliced watermelon.
We follow him into the water, hoping
it’s for us. A morning sailing round
Polyaigos, dropping anchor in one
ravishing cove after another, swimming
in dramatic sea caves, watching monk
seals cavort in our swell, has left us
ravenous. But he waves the watermelon
at some goats high up on the rocks.
They climb nimbly down to nuzzle
the fruit from his fingers, unflappable
as we invade their beach to snorkel
and sunbathe.
Greek islands drift in and out of
vogue and every year an island you’ve
never heard of, can barely pronounce,
suddenly shoots into the premier league.
Mykonos was over as soon as Lindsay
Lohan and her cameras set up camp.
A more authentic, unflashy breed of
bolt hole took over: boho-chic Antiparos,
stylish Folegandros, elegant Astypalaia.
This year it’s Kimolos’s turn. All of
Athens seems to have just been, or is
preparing to go, to this pint-sized
Cycladic sanctuary, with the friendliest
of locals and waters like Malibu. Except
warmer. On this humble satellite island
only 30 minutes by ferry from the
better-known Milos, every restaurant is
family run. There’s just one taxi driver,
a pair of police officers and a petrol
station that doesn’t open until 10am.
No one comes here for the nightlife,
nor for the diversity of
its gourmet offerings (you go to
nearby Sifnos or Milos for that).
They come to be castaways
amid the wrecked glamour
of the volcanic coastline and
to relish the kind of slow
tourism where there’s nothing
more pressing to do than fall
into a languid daily rhythm,
eat the freshest seafood
and unwind on beautiful,
unjammed beaches.
Polyaigos is a magnet too. The
“island of many goats” (its meaning
in Greek) is on every serious yachtie’s
bucket list. My day spent scouting
around this extravagant spectacle of
nature on the Delfini is the best £22
I’ve spent. Vangelis takes us to the
most astonishing waters I’ve seen
(Maldives and Fiji included). Parts of

Above: The Windmill
Hotel. Below: one of
the many churches
on Kimolos

Polyaigos — Faros Bay, Cape Kalogeros,
Kato Mersini and Galazia Nera (“azure
waters”) — feel as if someone has tipped
gallons of food dye into the sea. But
actually it’s the local clay, kimolia gee,
a prehistoric white chalk, blending
with the sand to Photoshop everything
from below.
To sail around Polyaigos is to be in
a moving art gallery. The sea caves of
Galakteri mesmerise with their lurid
pink and orange candy-crush blooms.
Soaring stone monuments shaped by
the elements over millions of years
rise out of the sea, assuming
definitive shapes like sculptures
one might find in the Museum
of Cycladic Art in Athens
(I spot a giant rock that
resembles a Minoan fertility
goddess; another a sleeping
cat curled in a doorframe).
Later that evening I meet
Patrick and Celeste, a young
Greek-Canadian couple,
lounging barefoot on cushions
next to me outside the suave
Agora Cocktail Bar. It’s the main
rendezvous point in hilltop Chorio,
Kimolos’s only town, where the bulk of
the island’s 600 permanent residents
reside within slim labyrinthine lanes.
“Kimolos is like travelling to Greece
in the 1970s,” they say. “The charm of
it is that you can see how Greece once

was. It’s so peaceful here. You can
really disconnect.”
The other factor giving Kimolos the
edge at the moment is that it has been
quietly building a collection of simple but
characterful boutique hotels, offering real
Greek island hospitality, except with
classy creature comforts such as
Coco-Mat beds and reliable plumbing.
This is partly thanks to the New Yorkbased shipping magnate George
Logothetis, chief executive of the Libra
Group, whose father was born in
Kimolos. Because of the efforts of
Logothetis’s Aria Hotels subsidiary, you
can hole up in a chic converted windmill
or in a repurposed luxury sea shack
steps from the beach, with fishermen
for neighbours.
The Thalassa Beach House, a
delightful renovated boat shed on a
serene strip of beach about five minutes
from the port, is the Greek island
version of the white picket-fence idyll.
With an eat-in kitchen, stylish decor
and dark wood-weave ceilings in the
traditional Kimolian style, it’s ideal for
those who like their rustic hideaways to
come with 21st-century rain-shower
bathrooms and polished concrete floors.
There are uninterrupted views from
the front gate across the bay to the
brightly painted “syrmata” (fishermen’s
garages) of Goupa and a private rear
courtyard with a four-poster daybed.

The cherry on top is the second
secluded swimming cove at the end
of a short path, just behind the beach
house. It’s love at first sight, but
Thalassa is spoken for, so I’m staying
at the more central Windmill hotel,
which dates from 1852 and is now
divided into five elegant quarters.
Pitched midway down the hill
between Chorio and the petite port of
Psathi, my roomy ground-level suite has
whitewashed pallets of lavender under
dove-grey plantation shutters and an
outdoor day lounge with views across
to Polyaigos. Behind me sits the island’s
commanding monastery, the bluedomed cathedral of Panagia Odigitria.
My fears that sleeping inside a
windmill might feel claustrophobic prove
baseless; the bedroom is naturally light
and airy with the soft grey and white
decor that has become the new Cycladic
template. There is local modern artwork
and thoughtful touches, such as a pair
of binoculars. They’re perfect for spying
on the sleek yachts pulling in below for
lunch at To Kyma, a popular no-frills
fish taverna on the port that has
reportedly fed Keira Knightley, Brad
Pitt and their like. (I can’t say what
they thought, but can vouch for the
excellent lobster and lime carpaccio.)
I quickly fall into a pattern of
enjoying a pre-sunset drink at the
Windmill’s terrace bar before making
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Psathi, Kimolos’s port
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the ten-minute stroll up to Chorio to
How to get there
eat, and enjoy its unpretentious charms.
Aegean Airlines flies
Unlike most Cycladic capitals, there’s
direct from London to
no great central square, rather several
Athens three times a day,
smaller ones presided over by one of
and on to Milos four
the island’s ever-present churches.
times a day during the
At Brachera bar, you can sit inside the
summer
ruined medieval castle with a prickly
pear cocktail made from the fruit that
More information
sprouts everywhere here in summer
discovergreece.com
(it tastes like a cross between kiwi and
watermelon). And if you don’t mind a
numb backside, you can pass a fairytale

evening in the heart of the old fortress
perched on brick pallets watching a free
open-air screening at Cine Kalisperitis,
with tiny lanterns threaded like fireflies
on the ancient lanes above you. It’s a bit
pot luck, but the projectionist Fotis
usually screens English movies on
Saturday nights. Head down to Stavento
café opposite the archaeological
museum and you might spot the robed
monks of Panagia Odigitria enjoying
their down time over a cloudy ouzo.
It’s worth making the small detour to

the outskirts of Chorio to experience
the island’s fanciest foodie option —
Meltemi — with its back-to-basics decor
of brown barrels and beams. Run by the
brother and sister duo Augustos and
Zefira, it features their take on “creative
Kimolian cuisine”, which easily matches
some of the best tavernas I visit in
Athens. Straight out of the gate, Zefira
warns me off the local plonk. “The wines
from Kimolos aren’t great,” she admits.
“They give you a headache.” (We agree
on a plan to stick to the Santorini

assyrtikos.) What are great, though, are
the pumpkin balls with fennel and grated
Kimolian cheese and the ruinous wedge
of galaktoboureko (Greece’s answer to the
custard slice) that concludes my meal.
Outside Chorio, Kimolos is not
picture-book pretty like, say, Hydra or
Patmos. This is no tourist enclave; it’s
a working island of farmers, fishermen
and miners, and it has the visage to show
for it. It’s severe in parts, pocked with
chaotic outcrops of pumice and lava
flows, courtesy of volcanic ash ejected
during long-ago eruptions in the region
(Kimolos occupies the same volcanic
field as Polyaigos and Milos).
Even though it’s small — a 16-mile
perimeter — you’ll still want your own
rental wheels to get around. Aneza, the
sole taxi driver, won’t want to take you
down the more rustic and narrow roads
that lead to some of the nicest beaches
(such as Ellinika, where you can see the
ruins of an ancient city underwater
through your goggles, or Mavro Spilia,
with its dramatic rock sculptures and
best-sunset credentials).
Happily, my two favourite beaches
— Prassa and Kalamitsi — are easy
to reach. Prassa, in the north, has pale
lunar sands, rocky ruins, sun loungers,
a small kiosk and more of the brochureworthy waters that you’ll find in
Polyaigos. At sleepy Kalamitsi, on the
southern coast, there’s sand the shade
of brown sugar and a welcome canopy
of tamarisk trees. Everyone finds
themselves at Kalamitsi’s beach taverna
sooner or later. No one is reinventing the
wheel here, but Stelios will serve you his
freshest catches from that morning, and
the native twist on a Greek salad (with
the local soft manouri cheese as a
stand-in for feta) is great.
I pop over to much larger Milos for
a day and a night on the “pantofla” (the
slipper-shaped ferry that departs several
times a day from Psathi) to dip into the
foodie scene my friends in Athens rave
about. No meal is less than superb. At
Sirocco in Paleochori there’s wonderfully
smoky lamb and aubergine cooked by
the heat of volcanic sands in a pit on the
beach in front; at O Hamos, a nostalgic
grotto on the seaside at Papikinou,
diners graffiti their own chairs and you
can take home quaint recipe cards for
your favourite dishes.
The standout, though, is romantic
Barriello, perched on a plateau in
Tripiti below touristy Plaka. Here,
chef Takis Panagiotis inventively weaves
the traditional slow cooking of his
grandmother into modern gourmet
marvels. His red snapper fricassée with
artichoke and egg-lemon sauce, and his
Dakos salad cheesecake, with its buttery
base beneath a tart tomato marmalade
and mint topping, rank among the best
food I’ve tasted in Greece.
Yet I find myself missing the peaceful
allure of Kimolos. After years of Greek
island-hopping, I’ve come to prefer
these smaller, quieter islands. The
narrative is much simpler. You’re only
ever five minutes from a beach — and
you feel like a local by day two. Fashions
come and go, but this modest and
hardworking island will continue to go
about its business long after its present
moment is over. Just as it always has.
Amanda Dardanis is the editor of
Athens Insider magazine

